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Hi, my name is Peggy and I'm from Germany and spent right now one year in my host family. I was

looking for a christmas present and decided to give a german cookbook. But it was not as easy as I

thought until I found this one. I ordered it (without reading the recipes- difficult) and after I got it I

took a look in there and it really brought a smile in my face to see all the recipes I like and we used

to cook in Germany. And that's why I decided to buy a second one and cook more often for the

people I like. If you are looking for a cookbook with authentic recipes- here it is! Try it- you'll never

regret it.

I love German food, and after having lived in Germany for several years and moved back to the

states I really missed authentic German cooking. Then I found this book, and I now use it at least

twice a week if not more often. It is easy to follow and the added hints makes the recipies unique. I

have recommended this book to many of my friends, and co-workers. And I now recommend it to

you. Our favorite is the German Hamburger and potatoe pancakes. And I can honestly say it tastes

just like a German grandmothers would. Use it and enjoy!

My mother died a few years back and while dealing with the flood of memories I realized that with

the exception of her chili (it was truly awful), she was a darn good cook. Since she was a native of

Germany, she had several dishes that I now found myself missing. I also realized that I was too

stupid when I was growing up to ask her how to cook. As a result, I could seldom find German

restaurant food as tasty as hers.Well, I searched around a bit online and in the library and the



"authentic" German cookbooks I found didn't represent the kind of cooking my Mom had done, until

I found this book. As soon as I saw the sample recipe for Jaeger Schnitzel, and prepaped it, I knew I

was in business.This book has some tasty recipes in it. I recommend it if you are missing your

German mother's cooking too.
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